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UITIC’s CALL FOR PAPERS is launched!
Let’s contribute to this unique opportunity
to discuss the “Future Footwear Factory”

The Council for Leather Exports (CLE) India will organize the 19th Congress of the UITIC (International Union of Shoe Industry Technicians) during February 3rd-5th 2016 in Chennai-India. Brands, footwear manufacturers and experts will join together to discuss the Future of the Footwear Factory as well as innovations in the footwear Industry.

This unique event will give to footwear manufacturers and experts around the world the opportunity to discuss the “Future Footwear Factory” through 5 topics:

- Manufacturing based on the needs of the consumers,
- Intelligent manufacturing/Digital-smart factory,
- Sustainability and regulatory trends impacting on factories,
- Advanced retail and supply chain,
- Attractive footwear factories and new way of management.

Two categories of presentation will be proposed:
- 20 min spoken presentation
- Visual presentation with a poster.

Authors have until September 30, 2015 to submit their paper with the Abstract Submission Form available at http://uitic-congress.cle.org.

The notification of the abstract review results will be announced on October 30, 2015 and the Final Deadline for completed work submission will be December 31, 2015.

UITIC has entrusted the organization of the Congress to the Council for Leather Exports India (CLE). A website is dedicated to the Congress at http://uitic-congress.cleindia.org

***************
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